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by creating an inspiring and comprehensive archive for the design process of fashion, it captures one of fashion's greatest strengths: it is a representation of a moment
in time rather than of the fickle, ever-changing zeitgeist of the fashion universe. each new architectural proposal has also been accompanied by extensive exhibition at
central saint martins from which students can design and draw inspiration, and which has shown alongside the fashion creations created in the building at a number of
festivals around the world, including london fashion week. thanks to the revolution skin banner of colour, and a floor-to-ceiling screening of one of the most successful
advertising campaigns in the history of film, the space also offers a multimedia experience that will have an effect on social media and traditional media, creating a

highly-interactive and engaging physical and virtual space. the building was conceived as a pure stylistic expression and reflects the year of its launch, 2015, and the
haut-couture fashion houses that collaborated and were housed in it – including ann demeulemeester, isabel marant, yohji yamamoto and erdem, giorgio armani, herve

leger and miu miu. the building also has a unique architectural influence from the 1970s, when it was under construction. the identity of the building is inspired by a
series of elegant women who exemplify the perfect balance of femininity, simplicity and autonomy within a world of power that is both supportive and inspiring. in

addition to containing such superstar brand names, the building will provide an enhanced working environment for talented students, high-level postgraduate students
and ten leading fashion houses including boss, céline, fendi, giorgio armani, jean paul gaultier, givenchy, hussein chalayan, jason wu and lacoste, as well as a dedicated

international programme, scholarships and artists in residence.
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the thickened wall is the result of two most
famous orders; the thickness the two orders

are the two most well known in paladins
history. for more information about these two
orders, consult a guidebook. if i take a tower

and i ask people what is the most average one
they would say it’s the tuscan tower. this

obsession with the tuscan tower, it’s a sort of
obsession the french have with the palace of
chambord for example. there are no palaces,
no monuments like the palace of chambord

that is not inspired by the italian palace or the
tuscany. what i’m saying is that this is the

source of a lot of phenomena with the building
of the new. in order to make sure the house
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has tuscan touches, the rooms have tuscan
openings, the windows are like… i’m going to
throw tuscan frieze, i’m going to throw tuscan

pillars, i’m going to throw tuscan ideas
everywhere, it’s really there. it’s not inspired,

but it’s the source. what comes first, what
comes second, where do you go for inspiration,

you choose these things. with the native
support for wavelets and wavelets, hdr,

compression and other tools, you can create a
wide range of amazing effects, from the

standard light to extreme dark, to the glowing
sunset. read more » notice: this is the first

time i put a slideshow that uses pictures on a
page, i tried a few times before. sorry for the
boring slideshow, but it is the best one i could
make. feel free to add your comments. 53. see
duverger duverger, la maison dans l'histoire du
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québec, montréal, 1977 ; [google scholar] la
maison dans l'histoire du québec, 2757; david

rivère david, marc-aurèle david. 1958.
l'habitation québécoise, quebec, canada:
editions beauchemin and co., ltd. [google
scholar], l'habitation québécoise, 1527.
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